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False ID's can spell
trouble for a student
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer .
False identification cards can get you
into bars, but they can also get you into
a lot of trouble.
Along with local authorities keeping
a close eye on the making and possesion
of false ID cards, the state legislature has
II different laws on the books dealing
with the use and misuse of false ID's.
According to University of Maine
Public Safety Investigator William
Laughlin, the campus police and the
Department of Motor Vehicles work
very closely in trying to prevent people
from using false ID's.
"Most of the time we handle our own
cases, but we do have excellent cooperation with them (Department of Motor
Vehicles), said Laughlin. "They help us
a lot in the area of ID's made in other
states because they have access to more
information then we do."
The penalty for possesing or making
false ID's range from civil violations up
to misdemeanors.
The penalty for possesion of a false
ID ranges from a $100-$300 fine on the
first offense and from $200-$500 on the
second offense.
The possesion of a false ID by misapplication automatically becomes a
criminal misdemeanor and carries a fine
of $100-$500.
A person can also be charged with
forgery, which is a class D crime, if they
attempt to make a false ID or other
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document.
To go along with the immediate penalty, a forgery conviction can come back
to haunt you.
A potential emplOyer may see the conviction and feel that the person may not
be trustworthy and therefore, not get the
job.
In the particular cases on campus in
the last three years, the courts gave $500
fines with the jail time suspended.
The individuals involved could have
received Up to 364 days in jail along with
the fine.
Laughlin said that most of-the time
the quality of the false ID's are very
poor.
"A policeman can look at a false ID,
and they've got you," said Laughlin.
"I can tell in a second if an ID is
false."
Laughlin also said that the police
don't have to catch people using the false
ID to get them.
"We've had several cases where the
person has lost a wallet, and in trying to
find out who the wallet belongs to, we
find a false ID," he said. "It's just a
very stupid thing to do and it is fairly
easy to get caught."
Laughlin said that false ID's are not
quite the problem they were two or three
years ago, but they seem to run in patterns and it's very difficult to predict
when the problem will reappear.
"Overall, false ID's are really serious
and we are trying to get the message out
that it is not the thing to do."

GSS to be deciding body ,
for complaint hearings
From staff reports

The next step in the complaint process of recent student government
elections
will occur lhesday night in the General Student Senate.
Complaints were filed Dec. 7 against candidates Gunnar Christensen and
Ed
Glover, against the Pair Elections Practices Commission, and LI.
Ackermann,
student government vice president.
The FEPC is usually the deciding body for complaints, but since
complaints
were filed against the FEPC, the senate will be the judge of what is to
be done
about allegations of recordaltering, violations of FEPC guidelines, and questionable campaigning.
"The system will work," said John Gallant, student government president.
"It's up to the senators to decide."
Christensen and Glover remain the unofficial winners of the Dec. 6 election
until all complaints are acted upon.
There may be a possibility of another election, however, if any one of the
complaints are proved to be true, said Dave McGowan, student governme
nt press
secretary.
The senate will meet at 100 Neville Hall, Thesday at 6 p.m. The
meeting is
free and open to the public.
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Xenophobia plagues
Chinese government
•

BEIJING (AP) — From discos to
dormitories and hotels, authorities
are stepping up moves to limit
foreigners' contacts with Chinese.
Black sedans without license plates
and full of security men have been
parked outside the U.S. Embassy
recently. Plainclothes police and
surveillance cameras are being increased elsewhere to keep track of
who's meeting whom.
"Police are cracking down on
Chinese girls who meet with
foreigners," said a clothing
saleswoman who is obliged to attend
meetings where workers denounce
"American imperialism."
"It doesn't matter if you're just
friends or colleagues, they'll just
assume the girl's a prostitute," she
said.
The stepped-up monitoring comes
amid a crackdown on prostitution, in-

creased warnings about AIDS and
general wariness of associating with
foreigners since the military
crackdown on pro-democracy protesters in Beijing in June.
The Chinese government claims the
June turmoil was instigated with
foreign help.
In November, the Culture Ministry
canceled a planned exhibition at the
French Embassy of a Chinese painter,
and this month police halted plans by
the Foreign Correspondents Club of
Beijing to show works by six Chinese
artists.
Western diplomats and journalists
have been turned down for routine interviews and meetings by numerous
government ministries and think
tanks. A well-known "English cor(see CHINA page 7)

Brennan may challenge
McKernan next year
AUGUSTA, Nklyte (AP) — After a
private weekend session with U.S. Rep.
Joseph E. Brennan, some of his supporters say the Democrat will challenge
Republican Gov. John R. McKernan for
the Blaine House next year:But ikennan, a former two-term
governor, says he will make up his mind
by the end of 1989 on whether he prefers
to be a "quarterback" or "offensive
lineman" in government.
Saturday's session with Brennan at a
capital motel left as many as 300
Democratic activists with varying
degrees of hope that he will seek a third
term as governor.
Brennan, promising to make up his
mind by the end of the month, told
reporters, "I am deeply committed to
issues," adding, "the question is,
where I can best serve."
The governorship involves, he said,
"all facets of government, whether it's
human services, whether it's disputes
with working men and women, cleaning
up the environment, the tone of the
judiciary ... You know in a sense, a
governor is a little bit more like a
quarterback and in some respects, in the
United States Congress, you're a little
more like an offensive lineman."
For many in the audience of
Democratic fund-raisers, elected officials
and veterans of Brennan's 1979-1987,
tenure as chief executive, his pending
decision appears to be a foregone
conclusion.
"Oh, I think he's
" said Rep.

John A. Cashman, D-Old Town.
"I think he's going," echoed Rep.
Anne M. Rand, D-Portland.
"This is the beginning of a campaign," said Richard Barringer, who
served in ranking administration positions including as state planning director under Brennan. "I don't see any
backing out of this. I just don't."
Others, however, said they were less
certain.
"I don't know what he's going to
do," said Portland lawyer Ant honyBuxton, a former chairman of the state
party who helped organize Saturday's
unusual event.
The same comment came from
Patricia Eltman, an al --ttr-Hetrse-Speaker John L. Martin and priim
—crient
party organizer.
Former lawmaker Peter Danton, a
longtime Brennan associate and former
administration chief of staff, said, "I
want him to do what makes him happy."
Meanwhile, the informal gathering endorsed a motion to establish an exploratory committee to lay the groundwork for a Brennan candidacy, although
Buxton and others said details of when
such a group would be formed and how
it would operate had not been worked
out.
In the absence of an indication of candidacy by Brennan, such a group would
have to do its work independently and
(see BRENNAN page 4)
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Gold Tidings

Save Up To'80On Gold Rings. No Payment Till March.
the season to save up to $80
on ArtCarved gold rings Choose
from a selection of men's
and women's styles that's
both a comfort and a joy
For enduring value and quality,
ArtCarvecl is
hard to
beat. Because each.

and every ring is carefully crafted and hacked
by a Full Lifetime
Warranty Order your
college ring now,save up
to 180,and don't pay another
dime till March. Ask how
you can save
on gold accessories, too.
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News Briefs
Salmon to swim Saco
River once again
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) —
Government agencies, fishing clubs,
environmentalists and dam owners
are negotiating a plan to bring the
Atlantic salmon back to southern
Maine's Saco River early in the next
century.
Under a plan envisioned, fish ladders would be installed in the four
dams nearest the mouth of the river
almost immediately.
Beginning in 2003, fishways would
be built at each of the six upstream
dams at a rate of one every two years,
said Steve Padula of Central Maine
Power Co., which owns the 10 hydroelectric dams along the river.
Padula, CMP's chief negotiator,
said he expects a final agreement on
a plan to return salmon, alewives and
shad to the Saco "within two or three
months at the most." The cost to
CMP is estimated at $15 million to
$20 million.
The 125-mile Saco River flows
from Mount Washington in New
Hampshire to the Atlantic in Biddeford and Saco. The Maine portion

of the river has enough spawning
habitat to support4.500 adult salmon
a year, according to a biologist with
the Maine Atlantic Sea Run Salmon
Commission.
Additional salmon habitat is
located in the river's headw*ters in
New Hampshire, and biologists
estimate that the entire watershed
could produce as many as 4,000 adult
fish a year.
That is twice the salmon capacity
of all of Maine's Washington County salmon rivers combined.
The timetable for returning the fish
"is based on how quickly the fish will
be able to reproduce and populate the
available habitat," said Lou Flagg,
a fisheries biologist for the Maine
Department of Marine Resources.
Flagg estimated that the Saco is
capable of producing 208,000 shad a
year and 1.4 million alewives.
The Saco's dams have blocked all
passage of alewives and shad for
generations. Occasionally, a stray
salmon gets past the dams, resulting
in a small natural salmon population.

Inmates file lawsuit
against N.H. prison

Payment Plans kr al,e

$ $ $ IMPORTANT NOTICE $ $ $
DECEMBER GRADUATES

If you have borrowed through the Stafford Loan (GSL)
or Supplemental Loan for Students (SLS)"iims,
you must attend an exit loan counseling session
prior to your graduation this December. Loan
counseling sessions will be offerred at the
following times:

CONCORD, N.H.(AP) — Some
State Prison inmates say they're tired
of having to breathe smoke-filled air
and have filed a lawsuit in an effort
to get the facility's air cleaned up.
Dennis Cookish, 34 and a convicted felon, is one of about 20 nonsmokers who filed the lawsuit.
"I don't believe the public intends
to sentence a guy ... and give (him)
some kind of disease on top of it,"
he told the Boston Sunday Globe.
"It's not fair for everybody who
doesn't want to be exposed to be exposed."
Lawyer Stephen Fine is representing the prisoners. He says prison officials have told him 75 percent of the
inmates smoke.
"I was there. The place reeks of
smoke," he said.
Assistant Attorney General Dan
Mullen is representing corrections
officials.
"This is just another way for
prisoners to harass prison officials on
an issue that is a hot topic in -the

country," he said. "We don't think
they're being exposed to anything
more than people in the general
public, and we think they are being
treated very fairly."
The lawsuit was filed in U.S.
District Court and is expected to go
before a judge in the spring. It
charges that the lack of separation of
smokers and non-smokers subjects
non-smoking prisoners to toxic
smoke, violating their civil rights.
State law limits cigarette smoking
in enclosed public places to smoking
areas. Inmates say enforcement of the
law has been lax.
As prisoners attempt to clean up
their air, state Sen. Elaine Krasker, DPortsmouth, is lining up support for
a tough anti-smoking bill that she will
introduce to the Legislature next
session.
Krasker's bill would prohibit smoking in schools and in all enclosed
public areas, ineluding restaurants,
unless smoking areas are segregated
from non-smoking areas.

IP proposes plan to
protect precious plants
Monday, December 11 at 4:00 P.M.
Tuesday, December 12 at 3:00 P.M.
Both sessions will be held
in the FFA Room in the Memorial Union

PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — An
agreement by International Paper Co.
to protect 703 acres of rare plants,
trees and waterways on its property
could pave the way for similar accords
with other large landowners to voluntarily preserve Maine's natural
heritage, state officials say.
Under the 10-year agreement between IP and the State Planning Office, the company will preserve the
natural integrity of 16 of the 621 sites

listed by the state's Critical Areas Program, an inventory of significant
wildlife, plant and scenic resources
around the state.
The state has contacted all other
large landowners who own sites on
the list, and at least two others are
close to signing agreements similar to
the one with IP, said James Bernard,
the state's natural resources policy
director.
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Maine town offers lottery as incentive
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RAYMOND, Maine(AP) — Worried
they would get the usual ho-hum
response in a survey on how this
southern Maine town should brace for
growth, local officials used a little
Yankee ingenuity to get residents to send
in their forms: they offered a shot at winning $250. ,
And while the idea at first seemed
tacky, -the lottery is paying'clividends
so far.,
As one of Maine's 145 fastest-growing
communities, Raymond was required
state law to adopt a comprehensive plan
by 1991. Raymond's population has increased 66 percent since 1980.
Local .officials decided to solicit
residents' opinions on such issues as
which areas should be targeted as growth
zones and what they wanted the town,

"At first we thought this was kind of
which is rapidly developing into a
be
— like an insult to have a drawing
to
,
tacky
Portland
bedroom community for
when out of the goodness of
edge
money,
for
acknowl
Officials
decade.
a
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the questionnaire is complex and their hearts and civic duty people
Jackie
man
Chairwo
said
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to
hour
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an
lengthy, and takes about
g
Plannin
d
Raymon
the
of
Hewitt
.
complete
However, Raymond officials had had Committee.
"But we knew that in the past this
little luck with surveys. For example,
worked. So we decided to try a
people
hadn't
how
out
find
to
tried
they
when
felt about the town getting its own police lottery," she said,
"Lotteries seem to be an 'in' thing,"
department, only 45 of Raymond's 3,500
Krauter. "All the states are doing
said
d.
responde
residents
Town Manager Martin Krauter them."
Residents received their questionnaires
described the response rates in earlier
with lottery tickets stapled to them —
—
."
abysmal
to
surveys as "nil
to comWhen the Legislature mandated that in November. They were asked
half of
with
forms,
the
return
and
local
plete
towns draft comprehensive plans,
winning
The
.
attached
tickets
g
lottery
somethin
the
do
to
had
they
officials knew
January.
dramatic to get people's attention. So- ticket is to be picked in
, but the
accepted
being
still
are
Forms
meone suggested a lottery.
response rate is already 26 percent, a vast

improvement over surveys in recent
years.
Committee members chose the $250
figure because they figured it would be
large enough to attract attention, "but
small enough to not to lead to lying and
cheating and stealing," said Krauter.
Normally, a postage-paid envelope
would have been attached to the surveys.
Insteakthe town is asking residents to
pay their own postage, saving the tosihri
$250 and making the lottery payoff a
wash.
Some residents say the town should
have sweetened the pot.
"I'd say $250 doesn't do much for
people these days," said Jim Phoenix,
owner of Tommy's Sandwich Shop. "If
they'd have make it $1,000, they'd have
gotten a lot more responses."

Dalai Lama wins Nobel Peace Prize
OSLO, Islorway (AP) — The Dalai
Lama accepted the Nobel Peace Prize
Sunday and said that despite Chinese
rebuffs, he remained committed to nonviolence in seeking an end to China's
40-year occupation .of his Himalayan
homeland, Tibet.
"I accept the prize with profound
gratitude on behalf of the oppressed
everywhere and for all those who struggle for freedom and world peace," he
said at a ceremony attended by King
Olav V and government officials.
At a white-tie ceremony in Stockholm,
Sweden, King Carl XVI Gustaf award-

ed gold Nobel medallions to nine
laureates who won the prizes for
literature, chemistry, physics, medicine
and economic sciences. Six were
Americans.
The Dalai Lama said China's rejection
of his 1987 peace plan was forcing him
to rethink his approach and that he
might withdraw his proposal.
But he added,"Our struggle must remain non-violent and free of hatred."
The Dalai Lama, born Tenzin
Gyastso, was chosen at age 5 as the reincarnation of Tibet's god-king, making
him religious and political head of the

set

isolated mountain natio,n. He fled into
exile in India after a failed uprising in
1959.
The Dalai Lama, 54, as called for
Tibetan autonomy over domestic matters, with China retaining control over
millitary and diplomatic affairs. Beijing
has rejected the formula.
On Sunday, the Dalai Lama urged
discussions based "on the principle of
equality, respect, trust and mutual
benefit."
He cited a treaty in the year 823 that
said, "Tibetans will live happily in the
great land of Tibet and the Chinese will

live happily in the great land of
China."
At a news conference later he declined to discuss new peace initiatives he
might be considering, saying the situation in Tiber was too delicate.
The Dalai Lama said the Chinese had
"become even more repressive" since the
announcement in October that he was
receiving the award. He said several
Tibetans were sentenced to up to 19 years
in prison last week, "possibly... to intimidate the population before today's
(see LAMA page 5)
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Opening night of play marred by fire
(CPS) — Opening night of a
Southwest Missouri State University production of a play about homosexuals
and AIDS was marred by an arson fire
that destroyed the home of a vocal student supporter of the drama.
Brad Evans, president of People Acting with Compassion and Tolerance,
was attending a candlelight vigi?hortly
before the debut of"The Normal Heart"
when the fire was reported. Two cats
died.
Someone had forced open the back
door of Evans' single-story house, and
spread flammable liquid on the floors of
the two rooms, investigators said.
They believe the fire was related to
Evans' involvement in supporting the
campus staging of "The Normal
Heart," a play that chronicles the
deadly spread of AIDS (acquired immune deficiency syndrome)through the
gay community.
When "The Normal Heart" opened in
New York in 1985, some gay leaders worried the play, in portraying sick
homosexuals, would make them look
bad and embolden heterosexuals to scuttle gays' hard-won rights.
They accused playwright Larry
Kramer, himself a gay activist, of betraying their cause.
When a campus theater group announced it would stage the work at
Southwest Missouri in Springfield in
mid-November, however, local heterosex-

uals charged the play glorified
homosexuality.
During four weeks of controversy and
threats by play opponents, who included state Rep. Jean Dixon and a group
called Citizens Demanding Standards,
called on SMSU President Marshall
Gordon to halt the production.
Gordon refused, saying the play would
help make audience members more
aware of AIDS and how it is spread.
Heated rallies and demonstrations for
and against the production were held
throughout the week before the play's
Nov. 15 debut.
Citizens Demanding Standards leader
Paul Summers called the play
"obscene," a bad use of taxpayers'
money, and contrary to the moral standards of the Springfield community,
which is a center of evangelical Christian groups and activities.
Summers drew about 1,200 people to
a public rally to sing gospel songs and
listen to fiery speeches denouncing the
production.
Summers' group first tried to get the
production canceled. When that didn't
work, it lobbied for a "wholesome"
AIDS play. Finally, three days before the
play's debut, the group appointed itself
watchdog, promising to uphold community morals when future questions
arise.
"I've never seen anything like this,"
said Bob Bradley, head of SMSU's

The Daily Maine Campus . More
than just comic strips and irate
letters you read at lunch; indeed,
it's the right thing to do and a
tasty way to do it.
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•Brennan

(continued from page 1)

Brennan said he was not involved with it.
Echoing a three-pronged theme he has
sounded with regularity, Brennan return-ed repeatedly to issues that have dogged
McKernan: the protracted labor dispute
in Jay, trouble at the Augusta Mental
Health Institute and a controversial veto
of river-cleaning legislation.
Citing polls that indicate an even matchup between himself and McKernan,
Brennan asserted, "I think one thing is
clear. Any image of invulnerability has
absolutely been shattered."
As Brennan maintained, as he has for
months, that he would prefer that someone else carry the Democratic banner
against McKernan but that he might take
up the challenge himself, he shrugged
off the idea of potential voter concern
about a return bid for the Blaine House
columnist's
a
dismissed
and
characterization of such a candidacy as
a "retread" effort.
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"I think the question for Maine people is," said grennan, "can the person
do the job?
"Do you think somebody really cares
if they've got a brother or a cousin that
works at a paper company, who's 55
years of age, who's losing the only job
he ever had, do you think they really care
whether someone's been there eight
years, 12 years or 24 years? I think they'd
like to see a governor that's not afraid
to get involved to try to help save that
person's job.
"Likewise," Brennan said, "if
you've got a relative in a mental health
insitute and you read about what's taking place in these places, I. don't think
the average citizen cares again whether
a governor or a commissioner's been
there four years or 22 years. Are they
taking care of your relative? That's
what's.important."

It's Rasta, Roots, and
Reggae with Rasta Al and
the Reggae Show. Sundays, noon to 3 p.m
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event"
In Beijing, the Communist Party's official newspaper, People's Daily, sharply criticized the Dalai Lama and the
Nobel Committee for awarding him the
Nobel Prize.
AV said- China was investing $350
million to build highways, expand the
airport in the Tibetan capital of Lhasa
and carry out urban renovations.
Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman
J in Guihua said the prize served only to
undermine the unity of the nation and
was a "gross interference in China's internal affairs.."
In what was seen as a protest, China's
ambassador to Norway, Li Baocheng,
left the ceremony as the Dalai Lama
arrived.
The Dalai Lama, dressed in the scarlet
robes of a Buddhist monk, began his acceptance speech with a brief Buddhist
chant and a few remarks in his own
language before switching to English.
"I am no one special. But I believe the
prize is a recognition of the true value
of altruism, love, compassion and nonviolence, which I try to practice," he
said.
He had been nominated three successive years for the Peace Prize, and was
the 70th recipient since the first prizes
were awarded in 1901 from the estate of
Alfred Nobel, the Swedish inventor of
dynamite.
Spanish writer Camilo Jose Sela
received the prize for literature.
Americans J. Michael Bishop and
Harold E. Varmus won for medicine;
Americans Norman F. Ramsey and
Hans G. Dehmelt and Wolfgang Paul of
West Germany for physics; Americans
Sidney Altman and Thomas R. Cech for
chemistry; and Trygve Haavelmo of
Norway for economics.
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BIW officials say they had no choice
but to accept a fixed-price contract, in
which contractors pay for the cost overruns, when they won the Burke contract
in 1985.
Navy officials said at the time that
they were determined to hold down costs
by forcing contractors to meet prices
agreed upon in advance of construction.
BIW spokesman Jim McGregor said'
that the alternative to a fixed-price con—
tract "would be to say, `No, we don't
want to get the work at this yard!"
Shipyard Chairman William E. Haggett in July asked the Navy for money
to cover the overruns, which he attributed to "sweeping design ramifications" that were "broader in scope than
envisioned."
A Navy document marked "Business
Sensitive" says that one of the design
changes was in the stealth technology to
make the 8,300-ton ship hard to detect
by radar, according to the Maine Sunday Telegram. The Burke was launched

earlier this year
At the time, BIW had more than $610
million in long-term debt because of its
leveraged buyout by a partnership led by
Prudential Insurance Co., a Navy
auditor said.
A financial restructuring, which the
Navy ordered if BIW was to get any additional contracts, is under way.
The Navy has also said that the stealth
radar system caused the cost overruns
and delays, and that BIW was entitled
to adjustments in its contract.
U.S. Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich., has
been harshly critical of BIW. Dingell,
chairman of the House subcommittee on
oversight and investigations, last week
accused the Navy of "bailing out" BIW
"to the tune of $75 million to $90
million, turning a $41.5 million loss into an $11.4 million profit while covering
hidden costs."
Dingell questions whether the radarreducing system will work.
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hr Zenith 286 LP personal computer system

The World's Longest-Running
Erotic Stage Musical Comedy
Tuesday, January 30 at 8 pm
Maine Center for the Arts
University of Maine, Orono

Call Ticketron 1-800-382-8080
581-1755
Or call the MCA Ticket Office at
weekdays a:30-4:30 to charge by phone.
Window open 10-3 weekdays and 11/2
hours before every event.
Orchestra $18.50 / Balcony $16.50

A presentation of
Singer Entertainment
For mature audiences only
S€€S.

desk space.
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e power is its
But don't be fooled by its small size. Becaus
' middle name. like a star
The compact 286 LP can tackle your workload
spreadsheets,
performer. Desktop publishing, games, large
all the speed of
data bases, graphics...you name it! And with
a 286, zero wait state system.

For more information on Zenith's full line of
computers, from leptops to desktops contact:
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MICROCOMPUTER '
RESOURCE CENTER ' . ,1
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
11 SHIBLES HALL, UM
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Students give impressive performance
,of Steinbeck's "Of Mice and Meh"
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CAMPUS
CALENDAR

By John Begin
Staff Writer

Monday, Dec. 11---

Dreams facing unbeatable
obstacles die easily, leaving
hopelessness and heartache
behind to fill the void.

---THE ALARM-- concert, 8 p.m., Maine Center
for the Arts.

Such was the case this past
weekend as students from the
Maine Masque Theatre and the
Department of Theatre/Dance
gave audience members a
glimpse of the pain and despair
often associated with the Great
Depression, in an excellent performance of John Steinbeck's
classic tale "Of Mice and
Men."

Itiesday, Dec. 12---BULL DURHAM--No Popcorn Cinema Series,
noon, Sutton Lounge, 6:30
p.m., Bear's Den, no admission fee.
ifednesda;; Dec. 13---THE RIVER— No Popcorn Cinema Series, 1:30
p.m., Sutton Lounge, 6:30
p.m., Bear's Den, no admission fee.

The severe economic crash
signalling the beginning of the
Depression sent shock waves rippling through society, causing
unemployment rates to soar and
many individuals to roam the
country aimlessly, desperately
searching for a better way of
life,
Applebee brought the
"Of Mice and Men's" two
main characters, George Milton character to life for the auand Lennie Small, are two such 'thence, playing the part with a
child-like innocence that was
individuals.
Dreaming of owning a house accentuated with stuttering,
and 10 acres of land, the two forgetfulness, and a highly exmigrant farm workers travel citable nature. from job to job, trying to save
Brian Page, a first-year stuenough money to buy the
dent majoring in theatre and
property.
political science, was very effecWhen it appears that their
tive in the role of George, Lendreams may come true, tragedy
nies friend and guardian.
strikes, and destroys any future
Page's performance stood out
plans for happiness.
than any other in the play
more
a
Applebee,
Frank
in showing the hopelessness of
Millinocket native who apthe times, as he expertly conpeared in the Maine Masque
veyed George's pain and-disap"Romeo
and
production of
pointment at not being able to
Juliet" last year, was impressive
escape the life of a migrant
in his portrayal of the slightlyworker.
retarded Lennie.
'yr

•

Ryan Tibbetts, a theatreEnglish major from Waterville,
played the role of the aging
swamper, Candy.
Tibbetts seemed almost hesitant in the opening scene, but
his performance grew increasingly stronger throughout the
play, culminating in a highly
emotional monologue upon finding the body of Curley's wife
in the barn.
Crying and shaking uncontrollably, Tibbetts cursed the
woman for shattering his
dreams of living with George
and Lennie, and appeared to be
in a state of near-shock.
The soling ensemble work of
Page, Applebee, and Tibbetts,
particularly in the play's final

'1scenes, created a deep feeling of
pathos, making it very
believable and touching for audience members.
Also appearing in the play
were Craig Peritz as Curley,
John Smith as the Boss, Shannon Hardy as Curley's Wife,
Andrew Haag as Slim, Todd
Groemling as Crooks, John
Geoffrion as Carlson, and Sean
Cooper as Whit.

SHI

---CHANCE LANGTON
& GRANT TAYLOR--After Hours Comedy Series,
6:30 & 9 p.m., Damn Yankee,
$2 admission fee.
Thursday, Dec. I4-----SHAKEDOWN---No
Popcorn Cinema Series,
Bangor
noon, North
11.‘
Lounge, no admission fee.
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Under the direction of J.
Norman Wilkinson, Thursday
evening's performance of the
play, the first of five occurring
over the course of the weekend,
marked the college dramatic
debuts of seven of the cast's 10
members.
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Sesame Street's Bob McGrath brings Christmas
concert to the Maine Center for the Arts
By John Begin
Staff Writer
Sesame Street extended all the way to
the Maine Center for the Arts Saturday
afternoon, as the man known simply as
"Bob" returned to spread some
Christmas cheer.
Accompanied by the Bangor Symphony Orehestra and Guest Conductor
Lee Norris, "Bob," otherwise known
as Bob McGrath, a 21-year member of
the Sesame Street cast, performed a holiday concert designed to please individuals of all ages.
Appearing before an audience of approximately 950 people in Hutchins
Concert Hall, McGrath performed a
show featuring sing-a-longs and
storytelling, two of the factors responsible for making Sesame Street a programming staple for public television
stations across the country.
As the BSO played the opening notes
to "Santa Claus is Coming to Town,"

McGrath ran on stage, waving to tne asked each child to "make a good
hundreds of screaming youngsters who wish."
The wishes worked, the tree was lit,
had anxiously awaited his entrance.
McGrath began singing a beautiful
and
Backed by a chorus of members from
rendition.
of "0 Christmas Tree."
the University of Maine's Oratorio
the
majority of the program
While
a
Society, McGrath began singing
dedicated
to the celebration of
was
Christmas version of the ever-popular
did not exclude auChristmas,
McGrath
children's song "If You're Happy,"
Jewish faith, perof
the
members
dience
substituting the phrase "Santa's Commedley of "Dreidel," "0
forming
a
ing" after the title.
Tiny Candlelight," and "0 HanukAn energetic display occurred with the kah," which celebrated the Jewish
song as adults and children alike, follow- holiday of Hanukkah.
ing McGrath's lead, clapped and
As McGrath sang "0 Tiny
stomped their feet loudly to show their Candlelight" a young boy entered from
excitement for the rapidly approaching backstage and lit the menorah, to signify
holiday.
the beginning of the Festival of Light.
When the storytelling portion of the
Exhibiting a great interaction with the
began later in the performance,
program
children in the audience, McGrath askshowed how classical music
McGrath
to
help
children
nine"
"eight
or
for
ed
him light the Christmas tree located to can be made alive and unpretentious for
children, by setting a story that he had
the right of the stage.
written to the music of Vivaldi.
around
gathered
youngsters
After 30
"The fairy tale about a star" tracked
him to assist in the tree-lighting
path of a little star as it traveled
the
ceremony, McGrath counted to three and
r

41.0

across the universe to become the Star
of Bethlehem, on that Christmas Eve so
long ago. The story was accompanied by
a slide show of the star making its
journey across the constellations of
Libra, the Bear, and the Southern Cross. nri
After a phone call from Big Bird and
the other residents of Sesame Street, who 4
wished everyone in the audience a Merry tg
Christmas, McGrath initiated a sing-along, covering such Christmas favorites
as "Silver Bells:' "Frosty the Snowman'
and "Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer','
as audience members participated
without inhibition.
With a little counting, and a little
magic, Santa Claus appeared for the z/1
show's finale, joined by seven "elves"
from the Thomas School of Dance.
McGrath concluded his excellent performance with the song "Thank You
Very Much," taken from the
screenplay of Charles Dickens' farnous
novel "A Christmas Carol."
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ner" in a public park where people
gathered on Sundays to practice English
also has been banned.
Diplomats and foreign journalists
have long lived in special compounds
with armed guards and surveillance
cameras. Entering taxis are checked for
Chinese, who are supposed to be screened by the guards.
A year ago large cameras were installed at the compounds' maid entrances
and inside elevators. Reporters who inquired about the measures were told they
were taken because African children had
beaten Chinese staff workers.
Workmen last month installed more
video cameras at the compounds, and
two weeks ago security agents of the
Diplomatic Service Bureau, which provides staff for embassies and foreign
press bureaus, began staking ou't apartment entrances.
"They're here to stop some of the
foreigners who are bringing girls back to
their apartments," a utility worker for
the diplomatic bureau said. "It's part of
the 'Sweep Out the Six Evils' campaign."
Beijing begn the Six Evils campaign
some months ago to swipe out prostitution, gambling, drug use, selling women
and children, pornography and belief in
superstition.
Police have stepped up monitoring of
discotheques at posh hotels such as the
Palace in central Beijing. "There have
been more than 10 plainclothes police
here every day since late November," a
hotel employee said.
"Whenever they see a Chinese girl
with a foreigner, they separate them and
quiz them about what the other persOn's
name is, what their job is," the
employee said. "If their answers don't
match that means they just met. That's
how they catch them."
The disco is frequented by "professionals," some of whom appear
almost every night with different partners, said the employee, who saw one
Chinese woman being taken away in
handcuffs last month.
Punishment for prostitution is strictly enforced, and a few foreigners have
been expelled from China for buying sex.
Monitoring of AIDS has been
strengthened in recent months, and an
unidentified foreigner with AIDS was
expelled from China in September.
• A receptionist at a major Chineserun
hotel was fired recently for being friendly with an Arab guest.
University students, who led the prodemocracy movement that was crushed
by the army, are uneasy about foreign
contacts. One student of Beijing Normal
University declined to see an American
friend because she believed being seen
with a foreigner might jeopardize her application for a passport to, study
-overstas.
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Editorial
Bring back the
good ol' toys
_.oa have a young niece, nephew, son, daughter,
of grandchild and you search for a present for
them. If you try to find them a toy of some
sort, you're in for a laborious search.
Times change, that's inevitable. But perhaps the most
accurate indication that times change are the kinds of
toys on the shelves of any toy store.
Gifts for children these days are mostly electronic.
That is, their purchase usually accompanies the purchase
of batteries.
There are toys of destruction and power; not of imagination, but displays of competition. Most of them
only serve to improve hand-eye coordination. So much
for imagination and creavitiy.
There are Transformers, G.I. Joe war toys and accessories, babies that have electric emotions, dolls that
five in garbage cans, and video games of every conceivable scenario.
Whatever happened to the popularity of Lincoln Logs,
Tinkertoys, Legos, or heaven forbid, children's books?
These were toys that fostered imagination and creativity.
These were toys which could be used to make other toys,
consequently, letting children expand their minds.
It seems that toymakers are losing touch with one of
the elements of true fun -- being so engrossed in imagination that it becomes an escape, a vacation, but at
the same time, making something you can be proud of.
It's going to be interesting to see what the next
generation is going to be like..
Will they be dependent on machinery to create their
imagination for them? If the batteries go dead, will they:
still be able to function like humans?
Toys of violence or that run on electric current seem
to be the product of our world. There are so many conflicts worldwide, it's no wonder that Americans have
made it a point to ingrain children that power is a
necessity and that demonstrations of force are the only
way to survive.
If you look for toys with values and potential, you've
found something that will not only contribute to more
efficient mind-building, but will inevitably result in a
better future generation.
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The politics of politics
Elections for student government president and vice president occurred Wednesday and
we still don't have an official
winner.
Ah,, politics.
Because the Fair Elections
Practices Commission has been
accused of being somewhat of
an Unfair Elections Malpractices Commission, the General
Student Senate has to decide
what is to be done about formal
complaints and accusations of
deceit and malpractice.
Accordihg to the FEPC
Considering all this governguidelines, there has to be a
hearing within two business mental rhetoric, it's hard to say
days after the filing of formal if Gunnar and Ed will be the official winners.
complaints (they were filed
Are the three candidates
Thursday). Not only that, there
has to be a hearing each day of (who are filing most ofthe comthe week until all complaints are plaints) the sore losers Gunnar
and Ed claim them to be?
resolved.
They've heard some rumors
The senate has their work cut
about dirty campaign deeds and
out for them.
As hearings start for the ill- FEPC "wrongdoings" and they
election, Gunnar want to see if they are true. If
fated
Christensen and Ed Glover are it is determined that the allegafrozen in time. As if that weren't tions are true, the elections have
enough, the two men are accus- to be restaged.
It seems there are too many
ed of inappropriately obtaining
allegations to be conimportant
their victory.
There are complaints against sidered than for the candidates
their campaign strategies, alleg- to be labeled "sore losers."
But whatever the result, if
ing, among other things, that
they campaigned too close to there is no restaging of the elecStodder dining commons on tion, and assuming every candidate will stgy involved_with
election day,
There are complaints against senate, everybody will have to
T.J. Ackermann, vice president work with each other.
Gunnar and Ed want the canof student government, which
take issue with his presence and Clidates to stop their complainparticipation during vote ing and work with them, not
against them. Meanwhile, they
counting.
There are complaints against remain content and confident
the chair of the FEPC, Alicia about their election win.
gut there's more at stake tha,
Fencer, stating that she did not
enforce the guidelines ap- just who wins or loses. The
propriately and that she told hearings will also hopefully
different candidates different determine if there were improprieties in student governinformation.
There are also allegations of ment itself.
Within the ranks of student
vote-buying, fund misapunsung
propriation, record-altering, government are
and theft of campaign posters. membt,:s ready to make big
Ah, politics. And they say waves. One of them is Vicki Mallory.
journalism can be a dark and
Mallory is an FEPC member
dirty business!

Jonathan Bach

who prolested Ackermann's
presence and participation during vote-counting. Armed with
FEPC guidelines and the student government constitution, it
appears shehas a good case to
have the election thrown out.
Other energetic bees are
Dunn Hall Senator Brent Littlefield and volunteerism coordinator Sheri Badger. They both
work for the Atwood/Mendros
ticket and stand ready to assert
allegations of unfair campaigning and election.
There are even anonymous
players. The agendas of these
no-names vary. Some want to
protest Gunnar and Ed's campaign practices which allegedly
involved trading beer for fraternity votes. It is important to
note that Gunnar and Ed deny
these allegations adamantly.
Another anonymous source
said he has seen posters being
ripped down by some of the
candidates.
Hopefully, this mess will be
resolved in the next few days
and we'll have an official president and vice president.
It's a little like the Iran Contra hearings. Did the vice president think he had the ex-officio
power needed to be a nonvoting FEPC member and
count votes? Did FEPC chair
Fencer tell certain candidates
that it was OK to campaign
near the commonses on election
day and tell others that it wasn't
OK?
Did Gunnar and Ed falsify
their campaign expenditure as
the candidates claim?
If the hearings "go by the
book," as Fencer wanted, it'll
be up to our student representatives to decide the answers to
these questions.
Ah, politics. Let the games
begin.

Jonathan Bach is a senior
journalism major who has one
more semester to understand
student politics.
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Recently I came upon the
rather distasteful juncture of my
25th birthday. This is distasteful
to me because, for one thing, it
leaves me that much further
removed from the overwhelms
lug 18-22-year-old majority that
is the demographic reality in
Orono, and for another it
reminds me that I've been here,
in one capacity or another, since
the fall of 1983.
Actually, the experience of
being a student here through
three University presidents, the
arrival of several new buildings,
a large increase in enrollment,
the bond issues, changed
University name, college
reorganization and the wildly
successful athletic teams have
given me an insight into where
the University is going that
many students, indeed many
prominent Administration officials, seem to lack.
Now let's talk about the
dome.
The Dome, that phantom
white elephant whose incarnation is- hailed by some and
berated by others, is an idea that
Dale Lick and his cronies are insidiously tucking and poking
into the consciousness of the
Maine people, especially the
friends, alumni and students of
UMaine as well as the state
Legislature.
The Dottie, whose last projections would seat 20-30,000 people and cost 20-30 million
dollars, would be the home of
the Black Bear football team. It
would also host cultural events;
not such a great trick considering that most MCA events play
to a half-empty house, which
means we should all brace for
such profitable revues as Def
Leppard and Van Haien. And
you thought the town of Orono
made a stink about Bumstock?
Where 20-30,000 people are go-

ing to park escapes me. Alfond
Arena holds 2500 people, and
West campus during .every
hockey game has mon cars per
square foot than blades of
grass. Or tlakes of snow.
Logistics aside, toy with this;
all the books in the Folger
Library laid side by side would
just about encircle the campus,
or the equivalent of three miles,
give or take. That's a lot of
books, but the Yale library
aquires that every year. You
don't have to be a rocket scientist to figure out that for a
University trying to stay on the
cutting edge, the library - the
nexus of any intellectual community - is woefully underfunded. Also much-hailed is the new
dormitory additions to Hilltop
Complex. This is in the face of
conversion - or near conversion
- of much of Stodder complex
into office space.
But I'm getting away from
the Dome. The,„Lheory behind
the Dome, as is the theory
behind most any new athletic
complex, is that it will attract
talented athletes to come here
and play, and that will attract
more spectators, which means
more money for the University.
Wonderful. But what our
esteemed President and his
multi-talented staff have failed
to account for are these facts: I.
Maine is a state university for
Maine students. Out-of-state
and foreign students are more
than welcome here, even if it
means paying twice as much as
a resident to live in a triple in
a University academically
undermined by open admissions to allow more crowding to
raise more money for a dome;
2. Under fact l's tenet, how
many Maine natives play
hockey or football? How many
scholarship athletes, who go
here for free, are Maine
students? Largely, I think the
percentage is lopsided and getting worse. The athletic depart-

Stop drinking
and driving,
To the editor:
With response to Russell and
Eleanor Nickalson, we greatly
sympathize: we too have lost someone very special in a drinking and driving accident.
Early November 26 our
friend, classmate, boyfriend,
teammate and co-captain David
Keene, a wildlife major at
UMaine was killed at the young
age of 18. David was driving
home after an evening spent
with close friends when he was
struck by an oncoming drunk
driver in his lane at an excessive
speed. The driver neglected to
turn his headlights on, therefore
David had no time to react.

I he drunk 4river—was—
operating on a previously
suspended license due to a OUI
violation. He had no right to
endanger the lives of others!
That night he had a blood
alcohol level of 0.27 and should
never have been behind the
wheel of a vehicle.
As a result of his ignorance
we all must suffer. STOP drinking and driving or someone you
love and care about could be
next!!
Melanie Poulin
Shelly Crosby
Wendy Beane
Christya O'Neil
Hart Hall

ment isn't concerned with giving good athletes an opportunity for an education, it's concerned with wins and raising
money. Basically, the department's become a sideshow... 3.
Maine is not a state that's football crazy. Sorry, Dale.
The idea of a dome at Maine
is untimely to say the least.
When paired up against the
lacking dorm space, undersized
Union, lack of parking, and the
undernourished library, the idea
of a dome is obscene.

WHEN WRITING...
The Daily Maine Campus welcomes letters to
the editor and commentaries from members of the
university community. Letters should be 300 words
or less, and commentaries about 450 words.
Letters which are hard to read, unsigned, or
without an address and phone number, will not he—
published.\
Submissions which excessively exceed the recommended length will also not be printed without
special arrangements being made with the editor.
Anonymous letters are welcome but will not be
printed without a special arrangement with the
editor.
The Daily Maine Campus reserves the right to
edit letters and commentaries for length, taste, and
libel.

Matt Dunlap

Editorial was myopic
ble tramps too lazy to get off
welfare.
I cannot remember th'e last
A great number of them are
time I read anything so myopic, uneducated, therefore lacking
so radically misogynous, and so the skills necessary to obtain
holier-than-thou as Beverly A. even a dead-end, minimumGabe's recent editorial about wage job. Working full time at
abortion. Her article is so anti- ttiininium wage won't cover the
woman that I fiave to wonder if rent in some places, let alone
she is ashamed to be one.
such a luxury as birth control.
First of all, Ms. Gabe defends Many of them already have
President Bush's recent veto of children and simply can't afford
a bill that would have provided another one, or even to continue
federal funds for abortions to a pregnancy that would result in
pregnant victims of-rape and in- adoption.
cest. However, she convenientPre-natal care, Ms. Gabe, and
ly skips over the "victims of the privilege of childbirth in a
rape and incest" part, in hopes medical facility, are terribly exof leading us to believe that the pensive, and without it, chances
bill would have funded all abor- of having a healthy baby (and
tions. The real problem with thus of that baby' being
this, though, is her audacity to adopted) are drastically reduccall these women "tarts."
ed. The lack of education also
This leads me to the conclu- increases the likelihood that
sion that Ms. Gabe feels that these women are unaware of
the victims Of such crimes are their birth control options, or of
to blame for them. Does it family planning facilities (if
follow that she will label the there are any available.)
I3-year-old girl whose father
Furthermore, I have serious
gets her pregnant as a whore doubts that these women seek
and a "coward" for not wanting abortions "just so they can pick
to have his baby? Would she call up where they left off," since
the rape victim a slut for not that is probably on the street
asking her attacker to wear a with no money and no future.
condom, or for not persuading Regarding the abstinence sughim not to rape her because she gestion, it is absurd, unrealistic,
can't support a child?
and unfair to expect people As ludicrous as these ques- male or female - to have sex ontions sound, I tend to think Ms. ly when they want to produce a
Gabe would answer "yes" to child. I expect that Ms. Gabe
them. If she in fact would not, will refuse her husband on their
perhaps she should Jiave been wedding night if she isn't yet
more careful about calling all ready for parenthood.
women with unwanted pregnanAnother questionable point
cies "tarts" and "cowards."
raised by Ms. Gabe is that "we
The next offensive (and
have been told by pro-choice
nauseatingly sanctimonious) supporters" that the purpose of
thing Ms. Gabe does is to ad- sex is pleasure and not "child
vise women (specifically, poor
production." Quite the opwomen)to use birth control, or
is true. Organizations like
to abstain "if they know they Planned Parenthood and Famican't support a child." Her ly Planning teach just that - that
derogatory reference to these sex can result in pregnancy if
women as "welfare tarts" in- care is not taken. They teach
dicates that she holds their sexual responsibilty (i.e., birth
poverty as well as their predica- control) for the main'objective
ment against them. Again, she of preventing unwanted
conveniently avoids the deeper
pregnancies. I have never heard
issue of why tliese women are a prochoice advocate encourage
poor and pregnant. In reality,
promiscuity, or argue the "side
they are not all just Li-responsi- effect" of sex as a defense for
To the editor:

legal abortions. I doubt that
Ms. Gabe .has either, but it
sounded good, didn't it?
Finally, Ms. Gabe says that
women "play God" when they
terminate pregnancies, and that
no one, "including legislators
and politicians," should do
so.
Tell me, Ms. Gabe, what is it
George Bush does when he
forces a woman to continue a
pregnancy against her will?
What is it called when the socalled "pro-lifers" pressure the
government into banning the
use of fetal tissue in the treatment of diabetics and victims of
Parkinsons disease? These people could be saved by these
tissues, but the "pro-lifers" and
the government have decided
that the tissues will be wasted
and that these people will diet.
(And they call themselves prolife!) Are they not "playing
God?"
Perhaps before writing
another editorial, Ms. Gabe
should step down from atop her
pedestal and take a look at the
world from a more reliable
perspective. You see, there is
more to playing God than
deciding who lives and who
dies, and that is judgement.
This too, Ms. Gabe, should be
left to God.
Tracey Richardson
Oxford Ha'

Thank
To the editor:
The Alpha Frasority vAauld
like to thank everyone in the
Orono area who donated to our
canned goods drive on Sunday,
November 12. All donations
were much appreciated and
were given to St. Joseph's
Church in Old Town. Thanks
again.
The Alpha Frasority.
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Sports
Maine hockey sweeps Denver
By Kim Thibeau
Staff Writer
Freshman Jean-Yves Roy
scored the game-winning goal at
4:33 in overtime Saturday night
to give the University of Maine
hockey team a weekend sweep
over the University of Denver.
The Black Bears outlasted
the Pioneers 4-3 Saturday night
and defeated Denver 6-1 on Friday night.
In the overtime period, Jim
Montgomery dug the puck out
from along the boards in
UMaine's defensive zone and
passed it to Keith Carney.
Carney and Roy skated down
ice in a two-on-one. Carney
tried to drive the puck past
Lucien
goalie
Pioneer
Carignan, but hit the left post.
"I held on to the puck as long
as I could. I faked a pass (to
Roy) and the defenseman tried
to block it. There was nothing
I could do but shoot it,"
Carney said.
The puck slid across the
crease to the right post. Roy,
who was 'standing next to the
right post, stopped the puck
and pushed it past Carignan for
the game-winner.
"Roy stopped in front of the
net. Most guys would have gone
by the net," Black Bear head
coach Shawn Walsh said about
the goal.
Walsh also said it was fitting
that Carney had a hand in the
game-winning goal.
"Carney hit so many posts

(Saturday night)," he said. the puck after DelGuidice kick"Not many guys would have the ed a shot out. Petersen shot the
puck and it was tipped in past
poise to keep trying."
The score was tied 1-1 after DelGuidice off Berens' skate.
"They all count as one, no
the first period. The Black
Bears got on the board first —matter how you get itv" Walsh
with a goal by Martin Mercier said about,the win. "It was a
at 2:56 and the Pioneers' Jay sloppy win, but a win
Moore answered with a nonetheless."
"To sweep Denver is an acbreakaway goal.
complishment
for a young
Bruce Robinson gave Moore
hockey team," he said of his
u lead pass at UMaine's blue
13-3 Black Bears. "But you also
line before Moore came in alone
have
to give Denver a ton of
on Black Bear goalie Matt
credit.
DelGuidice.
Carignan turned aside- 37
Denver's Dave Shields, the
UMaine
shots. DelGuidice
nation's third leading scorer,
in net for the
made
26
saves
goal
at
shorthanded
scored a
9:37 in the second period. Black Bears.
In Friday night's ganie Roy
Carney shot wide of Denver's
one-timed
a slapshot for the
picked
up
net. Mike Markovich
the puck off the boards and game-winner at 13:05 in the segave it to Shields, who came cond period.
Montgomery passed the puck
down the right wing and fired
up to Roy. Roy took it across
the puck past DelGuidice.
Scott Pellerin scored his 12th the blue line down the left side
and 13th goals of the season on and fired a shot past Bryan
UMaine power plays. In the se- Schoen.
First period goals were scored
cond period, Pellerin took a
by
UMaine's Jim Burke at 8:29
shot from the left side that
deflected off a Denver and Denver's Corey Carlson at
defenseman's leg past Carignan 18:04.
UMaine scored four goals in
into the net, to make the score
the
third period to round out
2-2.
Pellerin's third period goal the game's scoring. Mongave the Black Bears a 3-2 lead. tgomery and Guy Perron each
Carignan saved a Carney slap- scored one goal and Olson
shot and kicked the puck back scored two.
"We played within ourselves.
out. Randy Olson picked up the
Nothing
fancy, nothing
puck and backhanded a pass to
flashy," Walsh said about FriPellerin.
A Pioneer goal by Rick day night's win. "We had a
Berens sent the game into over- good checking effort especially
time. Brett Petersen picked up by our forwards which made

Claudio Scremin awaits a pass during last weekend's series.
the defensemen's job easy."
He added, "The freshmen
played well. This was a team
win."
Schoen made 28 saves for the
Pioneers. Scott King stopped 17
Denver shots.

The Black Bears will play
Bowdoin College tonight at 7
p.m. at the Cumberland County Civic Center. UMaine's next
home game will be an exhibition game against Sokol-Kiev'
Friday it 7 p.m.
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Men's indoor track loses home opener
weight 46'2 1/4" and Jim St.
/
2".
Pierre put the shot 49'91
UMaine swept the 60 yard
high hurdles, surprising Ballinger. "That wasn't expected to
happen." he said.
Sophomore Thayer Redman
placed first with a time of 8.0
seconds. Junior John • Mello
and junior Scott Woodcock
placed second and third,
respectively.

By Chad Finn
Staff Writer
The University of Maine
men's indoor track team-opened it's home season Saturday
with an 83-62 loss to the
University of New Hampshire.
UNH was led by senior
distance runner Randy Hall,
who set a meet record in the
mile with a time of 4:11.8. Hall
also won the two mile (9:37.3)
and ran the third leg on UNH's
winning two-mile relay team.
The Wildcats won the relay in
z. time of 8:08.1.
Junior Carl Smith was
UMaine's most outstanding
performer, gathering first place
:inishes in the 60-yard dash and
the 200-meter race.
Smith ran a close race in the
60-yard dash, slightly outdistancing UMaine's Dennis
Walton and UNH's Mark Gray
with a winning time of 6.5
seconds.
In the 200 meter, Smith, a
redshirt sophomore AllAmerican running back for the
Black Bear football team, exploded out of the blocks and
cruised to a new meet record
with a time of 22.6 seconds.
UMaine's Walton was second at 22.8, also breaking the
previous meet record.

been t

In the high jump, UNH
sophomore Matt Powers leaped
6' 6" to win the event.
UMaine's Steve Trefethen
also jumped 6*6—, bUTPOWers
won the competition because
Trefethen missed his previous
jump 9*6' 4".

Steve Trefethen cleared 6' 6" in the high jump, hut failed to win
an earlier attempt at 6' 4".
UNH junior Gregory Taylor
UMaine coach Jim Ballinger
said "The two outstanding per- swept the weight events. Taylor
formances in the meet were took both the 35-pound weight
Carl Smith and Randy Hall. event with a throw of 47'1 /
1
2",
and the shot, putting it
They were both excellent."

the event when he missed
51'11
/
2".
The Black Bears earned second place finishes in both
weight events. Junior Ken
Levasseur threw the 35-pound

ofV_E
Macint

Other winners for _1JNH
were: Garrett Velaques in the
long jump (21' 1/4"), Gary
Gustayson in the triple jump
(45' 2"), Dan O'Shaughnessy,
in the 400 meters (51.1), and
Steve Sarrette of UNH in the
600 yard (116.3).
Overall, Ballinger was
satisfied with his team's
performance.
"As a whole, we did well.
We did very well in the dashes
and weights, and I was very
pieased with the hurdles,"
Ballinger said.

.1
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Hoop teams lose
three on the road
By Beth Staples
Staff Writer
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12 points on 5-for-5 shooting and Briggs
notched 11 points.
The UNO Buc-kettes, 2-3 with the
win, beat Southeastern Louisiana in its
first game of the season.
UNO led by three, 31-28, at. halftime.
UMaine will play Delaware State
Thursday, Dec. 14 at the -Bangor
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.

The University of Maine women's
basketball team's record dipped to 4-3
with weekend losses to Southeastern
Louisiana University and the University of New Orleans.
The Lady Black Bears lost to
Southeastern Louisiana 71-68 Friday at
University Center.
The contest was originally scheduled
for Thursday but was postponed due to
a leak in the auditorium ceiling.
SW was led by guard Kenya Teal, who
scored 23 points, grabbed 10 boards, and
dished out nine assists. Mellissa Jimmerson notched 16 points and Tracey Powell
added 13 for the Lady Lions, who improved their record to 3-2 with the win.
UMaine was led by senior tri-captain
Cathy laconeta, who poured in 23 points
on 10-for-12 shooting, including three
3-pointers.
First-year player Heather Briggs contributed 18 points and Tracey Frenette
pulled down 10 rebounds for UMaine,
which was ranked 33rd in the nation in
the last AP poll.
Frenette and Rachel Bouchard, who
both fouled out of the contest, combined to take only 12 shots in the game.
The Lady Lions led by three, 38-35 at
the half.
Saturday the Lady Black Bears, were
defeated by the University of New
Orleans 70-55 at Keifer Lakefront Arena.
UNO received 20 points from Missy
Lynn, the team's lone senior, and 19 and
12 points respectively from Nickey Allen
and Yogi Whitehead.
Rachel Bouchard led UMaine with 24
. points and 16 rebounds. Frenette added

The University of Maine men's basketball team was introduced to big-time college hoop Saturday. It wasn't a pleasant
meeting for the Black Bears.
The University of Connecticut, a
member of the Big East Conference,
showed why it belonged to one of the top
three conferences in the country with a
95-55 trouncing of UMaine in Storrs,
Conn.
The Huskies, now 7-1, outmatched the
Black Bears underneath, scoring 60
points in the paint, and 22 points on the
fast break.
The loss was the third straight for the
Black Bears, who fell to 1-3.
UConn was led by sophomore forward Rod Sellers who shot 11 of 12 from
the floor for 22 points. Four other
Huskies scored in double figures to pace
the Huskies.
Sophomore guard Chris Smith scored.
14 and Nadav Henefeld added 12.
UMaine co-captain Dean Smith, playing with a sprained toe, scored 13 points
to lead the Black Bears. Sophomore
Shelton Kerry came off the bench to
scare 12 and sophomore guard Derrick
Hodge added 10.
The Black Bears finish their Connecticut road trip with a game against Fairfield University Monday night.

Carl Smith is named to
Kodak All-America Team
University of Maine running back
Carl Smith has been named to the
1989 Kodak All-American Team.
The quick-footed tailback is only
the second UMaine player ever to be
named to the team. Lorenzo Bouier
earned the honor in 1980.
Smith helped lead UMaine to a
Yankee Conference championship
and an NCAA Division I-AA playoff
appearance, leading the nation in
rushing and scoring.
The tailback from Riverhead, N.Y.
rushed for 1680 yards and 20
touchdowns during the regular
season, setting school records in both.
He rushed for 100 yards or more in
eigth consecutive games, also a school
record.
Joining Smith at running back on
the Division !-AA all-star team are
seniors Judd Garrett of Princeton and

CASE MANAGER/THERAPISTS
Positions available for part-timc Case Manager/Therapists
- to _join the ranks of our -expanding team. Group therapy
experience preferred, masters degree in mental health field
required. Appreciation of adolescents issues and the ability
to work under sometimes stressful circumstances is essential.
Send resume and three written references to:
Pat Bousquet, LCSW, MSW
Director of Treatment
Homestead Project, Inc.
P.O. Box 663
Ellsworth, Maine 04605
E.O.E.
•

With Macintosh
ou can even clo this:
Macintosfecomputers have always been easy to use.But they've never
been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
' Through January 31,you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety
lez Macintosh compute6 and_petiplierals.
So
ihere's'no reason to settle for an ordinary PC.With The
Macintosh Salt.,you can wind up with much more ofa computer.
Vithout spending a lot more money
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Joe Ross of Georgia Southern. Smith
is the only sophomore to make the
All-American list.
He was a first team Ail-Yankee
Conference selection and was named
Sports Illustrated Player of the Week
for his 245 yards on 26 carries and
four touchdowns against the University of Rhode Island.
Smith is now running track for the
UMaine indoor team. Saturday
against the University of New Hampshire he won the 60-yard dash and the
200-meter event, breaking the meet
record in the later with a time of 22.6
seconds. The old record was /3
seconds.
UMaine quarterback Mike Buck,
who who holds 23 school recants, and
who was named to the East-West
Shrine team was a strong AllAmerican candidate, but Idaho's
— John Friesz earned this year's honor.
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Now throughJanuary 31.
11 Shibles Hall
BUY NOW! AFTER JANUARY
31 PRICES WILL BE GOING UP.

I I I

C 1989 Apple cvmpute,Inc .4ppie e,ippk kgo,anti Ilmintath

TIN Macintosh Sale.
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1989 - 90 COMMUTER/ UMAINE EMPLOYEE MEAL PLANS
UNIVERSITY DINING SERVICES - RESIDENTIAL LIFE
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
CHOICES - CONVENIENCE - REASONABLE
NUTRITIOUS - AFFORDABLE
A MEAL PLAN FOR EVERYONE:
5 MEAL PLAN S350.00/SEMESTER
ANY 5 MEALS/WEEK•
10 MEAL PLAN $687 50/SEMESTER
_ANY 10 MEALS/WEEK'
14 MEAL PLAN $873 00/SEMESTER
ANY 14 MEALS/WEEK•

Maine Produces Night, Hat Night,-Martin Luther King Day, etc.
YOU CAN EAT AS MUCH AS YOU WANT AT A FIXED PRICE.

THE NEW AND IMPROVED MEMORIAL UNION DINING SERVICI.
BEAR'..iDES
•••Faster Service with four new stations
Self-Service Beverages
Ice-Cream
Hoinemadc Belgian Waffles
Individual Pre-packaged Salads
Self-Service Pastries

21 MEAL PLAN $903.00/SEMESTER
ANY 21 MEALS/WEEK
•The week_runs Saturday through Friday
EAT IN ANY OF THE SIX DINING COMMONS:
COMMON PLACE(BANGOR CAMPUS) - HILLTOP DINING COMMONS
STEWART DINING COMMONS - STODDER DINING COMMONS - WELLS DINING
COMMONS. YORK DINING COMMONS
ALL YOU CAN EAT FOR A FIXED PRICE.
POINT MEAL PLAN #1 5500.00/SEMESTER (Value is $550)
AVERAGE ANY 8 MEALS/WEEK
••• EAT IN ANY OF THE SIX DINING COMMONS PLUS AT THE MEMORIAL
UNION DINING SERVICES(DAMN YANKEE, BEAR'S DEN) AND AT THE
FERNALD SNACK BAR
POINT MEAL PLAN #3. THE MAINECARD
YOU SELECT - THE MORE INCREMENTS YOU BUY THE GREATER THE VALUE
Amount
1 $50
2 100
3
150
4 200
5 250

Value
$52
105
158
212
267

Amount
Value
6 $300
323
7 350
380
8 400
438
9 450
497

The MaineCard lets you save money whether you eat three meals a day or enjoy sandwiches, pizza, salads, fruit and other snacks while you are on campus. Use your MaineCard like cash at any of the its dining commons or at the three Cash Service Locations Bear's Den. Femald Snack Bar, Damn Yankee. When you make a purchase our electronic
card reader deducts the RR pnce of your food from your account. The card reader will
display your remaining balance, so you can tell when your account is low. Meal Cards
cannot be used to purchase alcohol.

All meal plans are purchased by the semester and cannot be carried over from one semester
to the next one Any remaining balance left at the end of the semester will not be refunded.
THE DINING COMMONS SERVE THE FOLLOWING:
BREAKFAST
Eggs to order, assortment of juices, hot and cold cereals, fruits. pancakes or waffles or
French toast, breakfast meats(3 times a week), doughnuts, muffins, bagels, English
muffins, yogurt, peanut butter, jelly, whole and lower fat milks, coffee, tea and sodas

Three Cashiers' Stations
New Salad and Fruit Station Featuring
Pam Salad
Chef Marcoux's Salad
Fresh Fruit Salad
Fresh Fruit Display with Oranges. Apples. Plums, Peaches, and other Fruits/II Season
New Pizza Parlor
fresh pizza by the slice or to go
new beverage station
Quarter Pounder Hamburgers, Cheeseburgers. Hot Dogs. Fishburgers, Fishburgers with
Cheese, Chickenburgers, French Fries, Onion Rings, Baskets of Scallops. Clams, and
Chicken Nuggets
Vanous Submarine and Sandwiches- vegetarian, ham salad, salami, ham, black bear.
turkey, chicken salad, roast beef and tuna salad

LUNCH
Hot entrees such as Shrimp/Seafoodlbow Mein, Beef Noodle Casserole, Lamb
Stew.
Rice Pilaf, Turkey Broccoli Casserole, Spaghetti with Meat and Meatless Sauces, Chicken
Quiche, Shrimp Fried Rice, hot and cold deli sandwich choices such as vegetarian Pita
Pocket Sandwich. Chicken Fillet Sandwich Assorted Pizzas, Fish Sandwiches. Bacon,
Lettuce and Tomato, Roast Beef,-Vegetarian Flatbread Sindwich. Enchiladas with Picantc
Sauce, BBQ Bccf on a Bun. Steakum Sandwich, etc.,
extensive self-serve salad bars, vegetables, rice, potatoes, French fries. desscns, yogurt, fruit,
ice cream, and a wide selection of cold and hot beverages.
DINNER
Selections include ay least Three entrees, one of whin is vegetarian Entrees such as Fresh
Baked Whitefish with Tartar Sauce. Roast Pork Loin, New England Fish Pie, Seafood
Newburg, Roast Turkey with dressing, Lasagne, Eggplant Parmesan, Spinach Lasagne.
Roast Beef. Sweet 'n Sour Chicken with Rice, Baked_or BBQ Chicken, Beef Stroganoff,
Quiche Lorramc, Brown Rice Casserole, Cheese and Walnut Stuffed peppers, Yankee Pot
Roast, Thai S+trfry with Chicken, stianokoptra, vegoatile Tumovir With Supreme SJLICe.
etc etc
Also served with dinner are rice, potatoes or pasta, two hot vegetables, freshly baked
breads. extensive salad bar. yogurt, ollo, desserts, fruit, ice cream. Juices and other hot
and cold beverages
STEWART DINING QMMONS
Features daily an assortment of five or more of the following: submarine sandwiches.
seafood in a basket, super salads, stir fry, Italian buffet, pastas, tacos, pizzas,
burgers, sandwich factory, hot dogs, soup, Mexican food, chicken in a basket. assorted
desserts and a variety of beverages.
All Dining Cominons regularly feature special meals throughout the year such as Apple
Dessert Night. Ice Cream Parlor, Coastweek, FootbalNind Soccer Kickoff Brun,lies.
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BEAR'S DEN HOURS

'Tuesday D
Monday -Thursday
Fnday
Saturday, Sunday

7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m
7:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
11 -00 a.m to 9:00 P.m.

THE DAMN YANKFF
More Ambience — More Comfortable — But Still Affordable
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improved, extensive self-service salad bar
full luncheons, several choices of hot entrees, vegetables, rice, pasta or potatoes
a variety of sandwiches
•
fresh soup daily
coffee, tea, other beverages and snacks of all kinds throughout the day
variety of desserts
Second Cash Register with capacity to weigh salads
eat on the new patio and enjoy the fall
DAMN YANKEE HOURS
Monday - Friday

7:30 a.m. to 200 p.m.

Saturday - SundayClosed except for special functions

ELLISALILYNACKIA/1
WEEKEND BRUNCH
A full breakfast menu is served and luncheon entrees are added
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A full sees ice snack bar located on the first floor of Fernald Hall offering a more personable, cozy atmosphere. It has a deli line with a variety of sandwiches and submarines, i c
turkey, roast beef, vegetarian, ham, ham salad, chicken salad, tuna salad It features daily
platters such as chickenburgers, quarter pounders, hot dogs, scallops or clams which
include French Fries and beverage. Fernald offers homemade specials on Wednesdays,
i.e. quiche, spaghetti, baked ham, etc. It also serves salads, a daily diet plate, yogurt, ice
cream, bagels. muffins, fresh fruit and a variety of hot and cold beverages.
11.2635
7:00 A.M.-2:30 P.M.
Monday - Friday
FRESH FOOD- NUTRITION - SATISFACTIOW- SPECIAL MEALS- RESTAURANT FAST - CONVENIENT - AFFORDABLE COME JOIN THE UNIVERSITY DINING SERVICES - YOUR HOME F0017 AWAY
FROM HOME'
-

YOU CAN PICK UP A COMMUTER/ UNIVERSITY OF MAINE EMPLOYEE MEA1
CONTRACT AND THE UNIVERSITY DINING SERVICE BROCHURE AT THE
FOLLOWING LOCATIONS
The Commuter Services Office
All the Dining Commons
Damn Yankee
Bear's Den
University I.D. Office
Campus Area Okfices
or call the University I.D. Office, 581-4566 to get a copy of the contract
Residence Hall Students can purchase the MaineCard in any
amount of increments on top of their regular meal plan. This
Allows them to not only eat at any of the Dining Commons, but
also at all of the Dining Service Cash Operations, i.e. THE
BEARS DEN. DAMN YANKEE. FERNALD SNACK BAR. AND THE COMMONS
PLACE. Residence Hall students can pick up an application at
any of the listed locations, but they need to turn it to
their area office
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